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EthlCS and Governance.

this weekend

be encounteren

the ability of students
dealing

with abstract

morality.

our private

to the maintenance

All civilized
proposition

economic
society

that individuals

with a code of generally
Some of th~se standards

issues such as miqht

to solve problems.

philosophlcal

enterprise

conceots

self-disciplinary
particularly
prize

important

indivldual

environment

system.
is built upon the fundamental

and instltutions

interest

act in accordance

socia-ethical

stapnards.

into law.

But layered

by which men are

is protected.

supplementln0

These ethical

the law are

in a nation such as ours in which we

that governmental

those necessary

in which private

an opportunity

markets and

freedom of action as one of our most baS1C

rights, and believe
should not exceed

WhlCh I belleve

of our securities

are codified

standards

of ethlcs or

princlples

accepted

and the social

to test

Nor will we be

around the law are other values and beliefs
restrained

tooics

or law school examination

We will be considering

are essential

Our dlScussion

are not hy~othetical

in a business

in this Assembly

rules and regulatlons

to maintain

parties

an

are ?rotected

to seek their own lnterests

and ~ssured

as long as they do

not infrinqe on the rights of others or society generally.
If, however,

institutions

or individuals

c~oose,

as they may

The Securities and Exchange Com~ission, as a meter of oolicy,
disclaims responsibility
for soeeches by any of lts Commissioners.
The views expresed herein are those of the sneaker and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Commission.

- 2 in our free Society,
standards

not to adhere voluntarily

of conduct despite

family, and ~rofessional
and regulations
protect

~uch influences

~s the church,

org~nizations--additional

will inevitahly

the public

to appro~riate

laws, rules

be imposed by government

fro~ unacceptable

freedom of action which is enjoyed

practices.
by

is dependent

that freedom

1n a way that is considered

to

T~us the

individuals

institutions

the

uoon their willingness

and
to exercise

to be approoriate

by

our society.
The business
institutions.
as a vehicle

It is unsurpassed

eff1ciently

throughout

1n business

confIdence

corporat1ons

and cor90rate

V1ew that corporat1ons
The for~erly accepted
corporat1ons

orof1t sufficient

are not ~eet1ng

is due,

of

1n our society

and the

these new expectations.

that the sole Durpose

to obtain needed

Inc.

found that in

in confidence

1n what is exoected

1S to provide des1rec

A

stood at only 15 percent.

management

concept

dramatically.

leaders

This decline

at least in part, to chanoes

to a standard

Skelly ann White,

~merican

in business

qoods

Yet, in recent years,

by Yankelovich,

In 1968 it was 70 nercent.

of desired

significantly

the world.

of more than 500 non-corporate

system

labor and other resources

leaders has declined

recent survey conducte~

1977, public

in our free enterprise

for the product1on

and has contributed

of living envied
confidence

is one of our great

throuah w~ich ca9ital,

can be managed
and services

corporation

of

ooods and services
capital,

at a

1S now being

- 3 questioned.

There has been increasing

oerformance
~romotion

relative

concern

customers.

and whether

and the public.
perception

conduct

in accord with today's

the foundation

is pervasive

including

and religious

conduct

to investors

reflect a

The loss of confidence

of our society

reprehensible

accountable

for increased

of business.

and criticism.

the professions,

current

power cor~orations

is not alone in being subject

of moral and ethical
segments

is not acting

there exists

regulation

Business
scrutiny

the environment,

To the extent these concerns

values,

governmental

and political

they are properly

that business

socio-ethical

oreserving

There is also considerable

with the economic

exercise,

in corporate

to such social goals as the hiring and

of women and minorities,

and protecting

interest

to greater
and questioning

and applies

government,

institutions.

to all

labor, academia,
Instances

in each of these areas orovide

of

reason

for concern.
Nevertheless,
and confidence,
reported

apparently

problems

unwarranted

I believe

based on the belief

but to the proper operation

or occupation,
ethical
essential

lack of trust
that the

are typical of our entire society,

and is detrimental

this Assembly

the widespread

and throughout

not only to business

of our free system.
the country,

bears a responsibility

is
corporations

Each of us in

whatever

our position

to help strengthen

the

and moral fiber of this nation and to help rebuild
trust and confidence.

We can do this in a number of

- 4 ways.

First, of course, we can be sure that as individuals

we set an appropr1ate
also help establish

example

a code of conduct

which we have a leadership
organizations

1n our own activities.

in private

have an influence
not presume

res90nsibility

and governmental

and for professional

processes

to suggest how each of you should

may properly

to administer

in fulfilling

the federal

have an effect on corporate

The Commission
cor90rations

respond.

has significantly

give you
its

securities

laws

ethics and governance.
less authority

than it does over participants

industry.

You are

I can, however,

at the Commission,

my views as to how the Commission
responsibility

which

to make that determination.

on the basis of my experience

securities

in

on mor al and eth ical behav i or ,- I will

in the best position

~'~i~i

for organizations

to which we belong. And finally, we can

participate

public

We can

We have full regulatory

over

in the

jurisdiction

--:-;-]-

over professional

9articipants

in our securities

markets

such

.: .. ,.1

2:
.

"

I
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as broker-dealers,
exchanges
securities

depositories,

clearing

and we have the responsibility
markets

corporations
to assure

are honest and equitable.

and

that our

Because

-C

f

- 'f
!

honesty

and equity are moral and ethical

said that the Commission
appropriate

ethical

in the securities

j

.,1

. 1

conce9ts,

it can be

has a duty to see that such

standards

industry.

are established

To the extent

professionals

such as accountants

in securities

transactions

and maintained

that other

and attorneys

or the preparation

are involved

of reports
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required

of public comp~nies,

securities

they also become subject

laws an~ so~e Co~mission

and impose remedial
regulatory
important

sanctions.

jurisdiction

authority

Although

through private

which I have always strongly

promotes

maximum

government

organizations,

sup?orted

private decision-making

in

an

because

it

and minimizes

involvement.
The Commission's

corporations
securities

responsibilities

with respect to oublic

are more limited but very Significant.
laws require public corporations

fair disclosure
to facilitate

of the character
fair corporate

of internal controls
facilitate

suffrage,

strong capital ~arkets
cannot be expected

corporate

management

information

to orovide

and to maintain
as~ets

full and

to entrust

a system

in order to

and protect

investors.

their funds to

unless they are assured that the

on which they make investwent

and appropriately

The

and nature of their securities,

for safeguarding

Investors

operations

it is

to regulate

self-regulatory

approach

industry

laws are structured

such a way as to permit the Commission
primarily

to set standards

we have broad

over the securities

to note that the securities

to the

describes

adequately

condition

and

the financial

of the enterprise,

fairly, and that management

decisions

that they will be opalt with
is accountable

for the use of

their money.
Congress

has given t~e Commisssion

and a number of jurisdictional

avenues

the res?onsibllity

through which to aS~llre

- 6 that public
S~curities

corporations

fulfill

these obligations.

Act of 1933 and the Securities

the Commission

has broad rulewaking

categories

of lnforwation

investment

decision-~aklng.

Exchange

as necessary
protection

authority

which are material

We a1~o have authority
Securities

or aopro9riate

proxy, consent or authorization

to control

the conditlons

powers

l4(a) of the

interest or for the

with respect

und~r the Act. The Congress

exercise

to informed

the solicitation

registeren

to prevent

inten~ea Section

under which proxies

necessary

also to provide
process.

comprehensive

voting decisions,

regulation

"

i~oact on corporate
of the Securlties

affairs

is througD

Act and the Exchange

broad rulemaklng

authority

content, method of preparation,

1

independent

[reflect]

affairs of

A third avenue ~y which the Commission

Co~misslon

but

of the proxy votinq

of federal law into the internal

corporations

.1

the disclosure

The Supreme Court has found this to "clearly

an intrusion

I

the free

These proxy

not onlY to require

to make lnformed coroorate

l4(a)

are

abuses which had frustrated

the authority

of any

to any security

of the voting rights of shareholders.

convey

the

rules and regulations,

in the oublic

governln~

Act of 1934,

to prescribe

under Section

Act to promulqate

of lnvestors,

sollcited

Exchange

Under the

accountants

a number of orovisions
Act which grant the
with regarn to the form,

and certiflcation

of financial

may have an

state~ents

by
to be filed
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Another

is the newly enacted
which

relevant

Section l3(b)(2)

requires public corporations

and records which accurately
dispositions

controls

the reliability

to make and keeo books

reflect transactions

of financial

to make certain
in the ~anner

corporate

practices

securities

and legal professions

of authority

exchanges,

sometimes

consequence

of our efforts

describe

particular
approac~
primarily
direct

intentionally

the private

and sometimes

and

only as a
As I

I would ask you to give
of the Commission's

and achievina

desireo

results

sector rather than through

intervention

Pursuant

to our disclosure

has required

both directly

laws

in the context of ethical

governmental

Commission

community.

of the securitles

to the uniqueness

in solving problems
through

the accountinq,

to achieve other goals.

considerations,

attention

with and

of these various qrants

the use of our authority

and governance

are in place and

and the business

ethics and governance

indirectly,

is

A final method to affect

to further the purposes

corporate

The Commission

that such systems

intended.

a system

assets and assuring

records.

The use by the Commission

effects

and

is through our relationships

to influence

academic

of the Exchanqe Act

for safeguarding

operating

ability

~rovision

of assets and to devise and maintain

of lnternal

authorized

statutory

in corporate

disclosure

funds for illegal and questionable

authority,

affairs.
the

of the use of cornorate
~ayments.

This has

- 8 resulted

in more than 400 U. S. coroorations

reporting

foreign and domestic

miniscule

amounts

payments

of dollars

services

in order to obtain

related area, we have taken enforcement
interpretative
management

releases

to investors.
Commission

Commission

and issued
of

are too small to be material

because

the conduct

is

Ethical

up as the

and moral

in the events underlying
may have ethical

disclosure.

of questionable

to investors

are material

ethics.
because

to compete

and quality

0f

and perquisites

is

Illegal and questionable
they reflect on the ability

effectively

of goods sold.

Such conduct

extor t ion, loss

payments

for a number of reasons entirely

to corporate

liabilities.

conduct.

and the disclosure

requires

the corporation

- -1

actions

In a

but this is not the basis on which the

Disclosure

J

sales contracts.

the disclosure

may well be involved

consequences,

J

disclosure

of good corporate

these disclosures,

,I

of

This view has given rise to the charge that the

considerations

service,

to payments

or immoral and that we have set ourselves

arbiters

payments

or

that in most cases the dollar

in these matters

requires

unethical

unrelated

concernin9

have suggested

involved

material

from rather

perquisites.
Critics

amounts

ranging

intended to assure the performance

receipt of norffialgovernmental
millions

publicly

can result

of

on the basis of price,
They also create potential
in expropriation,

mar ket, and c iv il and cr imina 1 legal act ions.

- 9 Disclosure

of perquisites

Securit1es

Act of 1933 which specifically

remuneration

of officers

information

the Congress

is grounded

and directors
believed

Both perauisite
effectiveness

of the company's

recei?t

of appropriate
investment

disclosure

of our securities

suffrage

perquisites

on the integrity

place

account

for the

In the absence
informed

decision-makinq

are also material
of management.

cannot occur
to

criterion

I recognize

beinq used by the CommiSSion.

said, "Of cardinal

of its management."
of management

because

payments
they
that

that this is a new

years ago in the Franchard

integrity

funds.

laws is that

11legal and questionable

there are those who may believe

Commission

bear on the

and the ~ublic.

and management

fourteen

of

to investors.

cannot be held accountable

In some instances,

materiality

the

system of internal controls.

based on such records,

management

shareholders

quality

disclosures

of corporate

and corporate

and corporate

reflect

as a category

books and records must adequately
and disbursement

A of the

identifies

to be material

and payment

One of the most basic concepts
corporate

1n Section

Corporat1on

importance

ooinion,

the

1n any business

In that opinion

to ~ean ~anagewent's

its duty to public sharehol~ers

Howev~r,

is the

the Cow~ission
"willinqness

over oersonal

to

interest."

In a number of cases which have corne hefore the Commission
recent years,
shareholders

this willingness
over personal

def1ned

in

to place duty to nublic

interest has been singularly

lacking.

- 10 In the most egregious
payments

cases, perquisites

have been used to disguise
Much of the controversy

managerial

surrounding

Commission's

recent actions

the concept

of materiality.

as material

if there is a substantial

shareholder

would consider

his shares.
investment

Presumably

The Supreme

While

that should be required

Court's definition

how to vote

is applicable

to

there is nothing

in this

laws that would limit
by the Commission

to

and cents relationship

In order to apply the Su~reme

of materiality,

to the information

a fact

it might be more convenient

that bears a certain dollar
sales or assets.

about

that a reasonable

in deciding

and for the Commission,

disclosure

sensitive

likelihood

the same standard

or in the securities

to corporate

some of the

Court has defined

it important

definition

information

defalcations.

can be traced to uncertainty

decision-making.

for corporations

and ouestionable

the Commission

must be

needs of the investing

public.

When those needs change and are not met through voluntary
disclosure

by management,

to adopt disclosure

the Commission

requirements

has a res~onsibility

to secure the necessary

information.
The question,
needs are dynamic

of course,

so that the materiality

one, how does the Commission
be disclosed?

is if investor

The Commission's

determine

wrestled

with this oroblem

Commission

look (1) to articulated

concept

is an evolving

what information

~dvisory

Disclosure

information

Committee

on Corporate

and suggested

sentiments

should

that the

of investors;

- 11 (2) to investment

decision-making

literature

ann research;

and

-

(3) to its own judgment
formulation
determine

is helpful

but the proble~

to outweigh

a rule of reason,
investors

desire

investment

certain

the Commission

marketplace

is to

shareholders

disclosure
business

conce9t

If disclosure

DIsclosure

because

Openness

reveals cor?orate
efforts

I feel stron~ly

building

trust an0 confinence.

although

there are some ?roblems,

Act which

require~
in public,

through

which

the board of

the purchase

assist the
which

it has lost.

are of hasic imoortance

In the Co~~ission's

to obtain

agencies

conduct

?bout full ann fair

It can greatly

and com~unication

30vernment

the

can be made to influence

to regain the confidence

the public

it is recruired

permits

~eans or throuqh

I believe

community

for

as to what klnds of conduct

either throug~ ~anagement,

through political

which allows

from a corooration

is the genius of the statutes

administers.

and sale of securities.

number of

laws.

flnd unacceotable,

the corporation

and

There must be

decision-making,

to make the jUdgment

are appropriate.

directors,

suffrage

it.

if a sufficient

information

securities

The disclosure

meetings

in these aecision~

the cost of providlnq

but at some 90int,

or cor?orate

by the federal

federal

This

what inforroation is of such value to shareholders

the ?ublic

which

to make these determinations.

own exoerience,

the Freeao~ cf Information
lncreased

in

infornatlon

Act

from

and the Govern~ent-in-the-Sunshine

federal agencies
?re very positive

to hold mAny of their
forces.

They are positive

- 12 not only because
government

public knowledge

officials

dispels

being more accountable

improper notions

to the 9ub1ic

officials

more responsible.

corporate

officials.

that is in conformance

payments

goveranance
payments

~1
i

Act Release

co~munications,

in the corporate

generally.

as the disclosures

~J

such

electoral

The decision

result,
under Section

is a direct policy goal
No. 13482,

announced

a broad re-examination

to shareholder

focused public

~ositive

28, 1977, the Commission

review was based,

-;

ethics and

them to be

authority

governance

In Securities

to conduct

participation

,J

regarding

it could not withstand

I view that as an incidental,

issued on April

.:.
i

efforts

we only required

ceased because

of the Commission.

governance

standards.

because we did not prohibit

14(a) to improv~ corporate

relating

behavior

as affecting

The use of the Commission's

intention

to

To the extent the conduct which was the basis for

these disclosures
exoosure,

accepted

our disclosure

or exnenditures,

to

his actions

effect of stimulating

and perquisites

indirectly

disclosed.

applies

review and public scrutiny

with currently

I characterized
corporate

but also because

The fact that one expects

has the remarkable

of

tends to roake government

The same concept

be the subject of independent
usually

about the activities

its

of its rules

shareholder
orocess,

to undertake

and corporate
this

in ?art, on the fact that recent events,
of questionable

attention

and illegal payments,

on the subject of corporate

such

had
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accountability
existing

an~ raised questions

checks and balances

about the adequacy

on management.

held almost six weeks of public hearings
and solicited

written

comments.

More than three hundred
corporations,
public

business

interest

associations,
individuals
e~isting

testified

analysts,

presentation

of shareholder

materials:

(3) whether

in the corporate

electoral

integrity

should be required.

associated

of our corporate

to particioate

and

The hearings

standards

also

or federal

the role of self-regulatory

in irnoroving corporate

Act, we considered

proxy

of the quality

legislation,

to public observation

the

and (4) whether additional

chartering

On Wednesday

and

should amend its proxy

the need for federal minimum

and benefits

as to (1) wh~ther

shareholders

of shareholders

process:

and

the shareholder

considered

organizations

accountants,

in the corporate

to an assessment

of management

officials,

to further facilitate

the Commission

the ability

relevant

between

views

rules to enhance

disclosure

comments

(2) whether

rule should be amended

including

law firms, bar

academics,

or submitted

are adequate:

was overwhelming.

government

groups,

avenues of communication

corporations
proposal

financial

around the country

and organizations,

associations,

and religious

The Com~ission

The response

persons

of

with various

governance,
regulatory

and the costs
a09roaches.

of this wee~, at a Commission
pursuant

?reliminary

governance

~eetinq

ooen

to the Government-in-the-Sunshine
staff recommendations

reexamination.

growing

From the staff's

out

- 14 recommendations the Commission identified and authorized the
staff to proceed with those important matters which it was
believed could be developed, proposed for comment and considered
for final adoption in time to be effective for next year's proxy
season.

These included rules requiring disclosure in proxy and

information statements regarding the functions, composition and
responsibilities of all committees of the boaro of directors,
affiliations of board members, directors' fees, the number of
board and committee meetings held and attendance at those
meetings, and director resignation~ for certain reasons.
The Commission also authorized the staff to prepare
for publication a report containing a detailed summary and
analysis of the comments received in connection with this
reexamination of corporate governance and to give further
thought to the broader questions raised, including the adequacy
of existing checks on cor~orate decision-makers,

the proper

role of self-regulatory organizations in improving cor~orate
governance and the desirability of new federal legislation.
I support these recommendations because governance
information improves the ability of investors to make
invest~ent decisions as well as to exercise their corporate
franchise rights by providing valuable insights into how well
the corporation is run and how the board of directors
exercises its function of monitoring management action and
assuring that management is pr0gerlv accountable. In our

:J
.1

I

',1

~j

. 1
1

hearlngs Robert Conant, of the TIAA-CREF

Teachers Pension

- 15 Fund, expresse~

investor

interest

in this kind of infor~ation

by saying:
[w]hen corporate qovernanc~ hreaks ~own,
our experience has shown that the result
frequently is poor investroent return.
When manaqement of a corooration is
innovative, progressive and when it
demonstrates socially responsible
attitudes toward its business activities,
that corporation more likely than not
will be a good long-term investment.
An added benefit

of this disclosure

raise the level of corporate
The Commission
governance

Commission

?rocess.

and individual
of having

of director
increase

The Chairman

actions.

Moreover,

affiliations

end we have

directors

~onitors

in

of the

of indeoendent
secured the

in the disposition

I believe

in proxy material

in the number of independent

coroorate

have s?oken about

at least a majority

of independent

of enforcement

effective

of lndependent

commissioners

of the board of directors

appointment

performance.

has also fostered

governance

the importance
members

director

through the involvement

the corporate

is that it will tend to

the disclosure

will encourage

directors

an

on cor~orate

boards.
Pursuant
of financial

to our authority

standards

in the certification
Commission

audit committees

the settlng

and assure the indeoendence

of financial

has promotei

to oversee

statements,

the institution

of boards of 1irectors.

Coromission, in Accounting

of acountants

the

of lnderendent
As early

as 1940 the

Series Release No. 19, advocate1

the

- 16 establishment

of a comwittee

to be selected

~embers

of the board to make no~inations

arranqe

the details

Schedule

of the auditor's

l4A which prescribes

in proxy statements
whether

suggestion,

to require

a rule change,

free from any relationshio

independent

would

any change
approved

actions

following

a Commission

which the Commission

of management

with the exercise

as a Committee

member."

which require disclosure

in the outside

has obtained

audit committees

of

has an audit committee.

independent

auditing

by the audit committee

Commission

to be included

that, in the opinion

interfere

judgment

amendments

In 1974

listed coropanles to have an audit committee

solely of directors

of Directors,

and to

disclosure

the New York Stock Exchange,

to require

"comprised

adopted

the information

was amended

proposed

a9proved,

of auditors

engagement.

or not the board of directors

More recently,

from non-officer

pursuant

exploring

whether

establish

audit committees

of

Two weeks a90 we
of whether

and/or the board.

or not
and/or

The

of independent

to the disposition

and we are supporting

of the Board

firm was discussed

the establishment

and

of enforcement

the AICPA oroject

the AICPA should

require

as a condition
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than management
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with whom the auditors
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to disclose
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provided
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rule proposals
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in certain

enforcement

amendments

provide

through which

reporting.

proceedings.
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to further

accountability
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It is clear that the
with additional
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these goals because

have been enacted
the 9rovisions

I have discussed

action,

should

Our orimary

investors,

maintain
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authority
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strong, efficient
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sector decision-making
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Fortunately
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through disclosure,
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ond
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accountability.
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and

are to protect

these goals, we have a direct effect on corporate
and an indirect

the fact

are self-executing.

and how they relate to corporate

governance.

authority

of financial

apart from any Commission

that these provisions

activities

their violation

the goals of management

and i~proved

Wholly

regulates

has

the only actions which we have taken in the five

they have been in force is to allege

markets,

public

a system of internal

assets and to maintain

books and records.

both rulemaking
provisions,

Act of 1977 in part require

and ~aintain

for safeguarding

and accurate

months

Practices

Act by the

of the Exchange

which provides

with respect

and allocation,

and ~oral standards

a basis

to
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shareholders,
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influence

corporate

public expectations,
corporations

and regulation

for corporations

federal laws or
legislation

adverse effect on private

in the role of our ~rivate

in responsible

with

in business

we can expect additional

with a concowitant

a reduction

and professions
freedom

to act in accordance

there will be confidence

Otherwise

auditors,

and the public are able to

and no need for additional

regulations.

initiative,

management

independent

decision-making

to operate

flexibly,

institutions

and less
efficiently,

and profitably.
I hope we will be able to avoid these consequences.

